The design, production, storage and delivery of cartridge cases to factories, user units and individuals
place an enormous logistic demand on all military systems. In addition the humble cartridge case ties
up and immense amount of money, quite large portions of which are not recovered being lost in the
chaos of battle. The cartridge case in most instances is made from expensive materials that are usually
in short supply because of competing demands from other industries. The recovery process in itself
creates a logistic demand of its own. All the spent cases need to be gathered, sorted, packed and
transported back to the factories where they originated.
The storage of cartridge cases generates a technical problem that needs to be addressed during
manufacture. Cartridge brass suffers from a defect in that when it is worked in machinery, being
stretched and squeezed it develops hardness because of that working. If the stresses induced by this
hardness are not relieved during manufacture the brass will develop what is called “season cracking”.
It is called this because the problem was first noticed after several seasons in storage. It was
eventually realized that it was the unrelieved stresses causing the cracks.

A particularly severe case of season cracking on an Australian
.303, even the jacket of the projectile has cracked.

The answer is to heat treat those areas where the brass has been worked thus relieving the stresses.
The process is called “annealing” and is noticeable on the necks of cartridge cases as a slight
discolouration. Because of the slow nature of the onset of the problem many cartridges have been
made without annealing. This is done where the maker knows the cartridge is going to be used in a
very short time after production and was common during both world wars. Many cartridges will be
found in collections today with cracked necks due to season cracking as they were not used and sat in
storage, or collections long enough for the problem to appear.

A clean example of annealing marks on the neck of this 7.62mm ball case. It is
easily seen where the heat has been applied to the neck thus relieving the stresses
built in during manufacture.

A group of examples of the
stages in the manufacture of a
20mm cartridge case. It can be
seen just how much stretching
is needed to get from the first
piece to the last finished case.

Some examples of cartridge
cases showing the sort of
range in sizes that may be
encountered

Brass sheet from
mill.

Discing
A round disc is punched from
sheet stock

Cupping
The disc is formed into a
cup shape

2ND DRAW
Cup is driven through a
die and elongated.

1st INDENT
Case head is indented to
provide material for
supporting the primer

1st TRIM
This step cleans up ragged case end
caused by the drawing steps.

2nd INDENT
Further forming of the head to
the required internal dimensions

5th DRAW
Further stretching and thinning
of the case walls.

6th DRAW
Ditto

2nd TRIM
Further case end cleaning

3rd DRAW
Case is drawn again to
continue the thinning process.

HEADING
External forming to the case
head

4th DRAW
Ditto

1st TAPER
A partial taper is applied to the
case

2nd TAPER
A final taper is
applied.

Base roll
Edge of the rim is
beveled.

PRIMER HOLE
Case is pierced and
threaded to take
primer.

FINISHED
CASE TO
STORAGE

The machinery for doing the various steps in making a cartridge case are many and complicated and
involve an immense amount of time and expense. The simplified diagrams below don’t even hint at
the enormous effort required to produce a safe and reliable cartridge case.

PUNCH
Punch drives disc through the die
forming a cup shape and stretching and
thinning the cup walls.
DISC

DIE

CUP

Cup from first cupping
operation.
Punch

Punch drives cup through die and thins
and lengthens the cup. This operation is
performed several times until the desired
length and thickness is achieved. Cup
after drawing develops a ragged edge that
needs trimming.

Die

Cup after drawing

Punch

Die

Case before and after
indenting
Bolster

Punch

Die

Bolster

Punch drives head of case into die where it is
shaped and, at the same time, it is supported by the
bolster
Case before and after
heading

Punch drives case into die
and squeezes it into a taper

Punch

Case before and after
tapering.

Tapering die

Cases are driven against steel
ball while being rotated. The
bolster prevents case from
being crushed.

Steel ball and
support.

Bolster

Bolster

Dies

Case after rolling

